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Introduction 
For many years users have been working with the concept of ‘cutting overlap’ in LIDAR data production. 

With the onset of LAS v1.4 and the USGS LIDAR Base Specification, the way in which this concept is 

implemented has significantly changed.  Specifically, USGS standards require a change in the way 

overlap points are managed and stored. Terms arise such as: ‘Flags’, ‘bits’, ‘overlap’, ‘cut overlap’, or 

‘overage’.  To help ensure that products generated using TerraScan meet USGS delivery standards, this 

article discusses the concept of ‘Overlap’ in the LIDAR industry, the USGS requirements for ‘Overage’ 

flagging, and how to QC the end-product to ensure compliance. 

What is ‘Overlap’? 
When two flight lines (or drive passes) appear next to each other, there is usually an area where their 

footprints overlap one another (Figure 1A). This definition of ‘overlap’ is commonsense, but is not quite 

what is meant in the context of this article. The action of ‘Cutting Overlap’ points is not the removal of 

all the points in the overlap area (Figure 1B), but it is the sifting of those points and determining which 

to keep and which to remove.  This usually means splitting the difference between the two flight lines 

and picking the points closest to nadir for respective flight lines (Figure 1C).  Taking this step in LIDAR 

production has a couple of advantages: It ensures a more consistent point density distribution 

throughout the dataset; and will also ensure the most accurate points within the overlap area are 

retained for further processing. Previous methods of working with these eliminated points was to delete 

them – now a big faux pau in LIDAR processing - or, move them to the Overlap Class (historically Class 

Code 12, but non-existent in LAS v1.4), and disregard them in future processing steps. 

http://support.geocue.com/what-is-the-las-format/
http://support.geocue.com/usgs-lidar-base-specification/
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Figure 1: A:Left – All Data B:Center – Overlap removed C:Right - Data after Cut overlap has been executed 

 

USGS Requirements  
USGS has some unique requirements that necessitate a change in the historical ways of working with 

overlap points.  USGS uses the term ‘Overage’ which they define as, “Those parts of a swath that are not 

necessary to form a complete single, non-overlapped, gap-free coverage with respect to the adjacent 

swaths” (USGS, p24), so, adjoining flight lines are to be butt matched together. The result is an abrupt 

transition from one flight line to the next. It is also desired that there are no voids between flight lines 

and that holes in the data caused by shadows are filled, when possible, by points from adjacent flight 

lines. 

The USGS specification also says that, “In the LAS Specification version 1.4 (American Society for 

Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 2011), these points are identified by using the incorrectly named 

‘overlap’ bit flag” (USGS, p24). The use of a separate Overlap Class (formerly Class 12) is prohibited, 

instead, requiring the Overlap flag set in LAS v1.4 files using the Overlap Bit.  This flag allows points to 

retain their classification code, such as ground, vegetation, buildings, etc., while still being designated as 

overage. All of these things can be accomplished using the ‘Cut Overlap’ tool in TerraScan. 

Workflow  
Historically, workflows for LIDAR processing would classify the Overlap first and then disregard those 

points in any classification routines that followed. These USGS LIDAR Base Specification requires one to 

conduct the automatic classification routines first and then assign the Overlap bit. For example, this 

would result in a subset of the Ground Class (Classification Code: 2) having the Overlap bit set.   

TerraScan approaches and manages these overlap flags in a different manner than the process 

described above. Beginning with calibrated and unclassified data, run automatic classification routines, 

then use TerraScan’s ‘Cut overlap’ tool to assign the overlap bit to the appropriate points (Figure 2). 

However, the way in which TerraScan implements this information internally is to treat the points with 

the Overlap flag as their own, separate classification.  For example, in the internal mechanics of 

http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?mwcutoverlap.php
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TerraScan this would result in a Ground Class (Classification Code: 2) and a separate Overlap Ground 

Class (Classification Code: O2).  While this appears to show that there is no flag set, the data itself is 

stored in the correct LAS v1.4 format with the appropriate bit set. If you export this data in the LAS v1.4 

format and read it into another program, such as LP360, then you will see that the overlap bit was 

correctly set.  

 

Figure 2: Overlap Workflow in TerraScan 

When setting the Overlap in TerraScan be sure the TerraScan Project is setup to store the data in LAS 

v1.4. If the data is moved from LAS v1.4 to any other format and back to v1.4 then the flags will be lost 

since v1.4 is the only format that supports flags. We recommend using TerraScan for CONNECT v017.003 

and later since it corrects some defects in the earlier versions in regards to classification tools and flags.  

The ‘Cut Overlap’ tool (Figure 3) is located under the Line menu of the TerraScan main window.  There 

are several different actions to choose from: Three older options that delete the points; move the points 

to separate classes; or move the points into a single class.  Use the newer ‘Set overlap bit’ action for this 

process.  Use the ‘Cut by offset’ option which removes points from the edges of flight lines if the same 

location is covered by points from another flight line at a steeper angle. By applying a corridor angle, or 

full field of view, much smaller than what was used for acquisition the flight lines will be butt matched 

together nicely.   
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Figure 3: 'Cut overlap points' tool in TerraScan 

All of the new Overlap classes will appear in the ‘Show statistics’ window. These will be predicated by 

the letter ‘O’ followed by the originating class number. For example, points originally from the ground 

class (Classification Code: 2) that are flagged as overlap will have a Class of O2.  To be able to work with 

these overlap classes in the Display Mode, a Point Class Table that contains these classifications needs to 

be used. We’ve provided a sample LAS v1.4 PTC file on our knowledge base. 

Once the overlap bits are set in TerraScan, use caution when conducting further classification routines 

during the QA/QC of your automatic classification.  Only classify from overlap classes to other overlap 

classes, otherwise the flag bit will be lost. To simplify things, we recommend that once the overlap bit is 

set, disregard the overlap points for your classification QA/QC.  

Checking the Overlap  
While TerraScan implements the overlap bit in its own way, LP360 and GeoCue reads that data directly 

as flags. For peace of mind, the data can be read into LP360 to check the status of the Overlap flag bit.  

Using the LP360 Live View, the Overlap flags can be turned off and the data can be viewed by Source ID 

(i.e. Flightline) to view the results of the overlap process. If there is a large amount of data to QC, Point 

Images can be generated in GeoCue’s LIDAR 1 CuePac that allows for the easy panning and zooming to 

check the quality of the overlap.  

References 
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